
TECHNICAL DATA

J. BOOKWALTER WINERY: 1695 MALIBU PR NE • RICHLAND, WA • 509.627.5000

J. BOOKWALTER TASTING STUDIO: 14810 NE 145TH ST. BLD B • WOODINVILLE, WA • 425. 488.1983

Cases Produced: 924 

Bottled: Spring 2022

Alcohol: 13%

2021 READERS ROSE

VINTAGE & WINEMAKING 

WWW.BOOKWALTERWINES.COM

DRINKING WINDOW & SERVING

This wine is intended to be enjoyed

chilled and consumed young.

FOOD PAIRINGS

We recommend serving this wine with 

 Falafel, Brie & Prosciutto, or Seafood

Pasta.

APPELLATIONS 

pH: 3.49

TA: 5 g/L

RS: 2.24 g/L

FINAL BLEND 

SENSORY NOTES 

AGING

 100% Stainless Steel 

Our Readers Line of Wines at J. Bookwalter Winery are designed to be

easy-drinking, smooth, and playful. With their bright, standout

labels, screwcap closures, great price point, and amazing taste, they

are the perfect wines for daily enjoyment and weeknight dinners.

These wines collectively represent great value for Washington Wine!

We have recently added a new family member to the Readers Line of

Wines. Let us introduce to you our first vintage of the 2021 Readers

Rose! This Rose is a beautiful blush color with a fun & playful label.

This wine has notes of strawberry, cherry, watermelon, plum, and

fresh rhubarb. It is clean, crisp, and vibrant. This Rose is dry and

has a mouthwatering finish. It is delicious on its own chilled,

however, we recommend serving this Rose with Falafel, Brie &

Prosciutto, or Seafood Pasta. If you have the opportunity, this wine

is best enjoyed poolside or with a light dinner al fresco after a day

of Summer fun!

The 2021 vintage was one of the warmest to date with several days in

the Summer over 110 degrees. The Summer of 2021 brought record temps

at the end of June topping 115 degrees. The crop was smaller than

average but packed with concentration and high quality that lead to

another gorgeous Washington vintage.

The Malbec grapes for this wine were harvested and processed early in

September. It was handpicked in the vineyard in the early morning

hours to ensure its natural freshness and crisp acidity stayed

intact. Upon the fruit's arrival, it was pressed in a whole cluster,

using a gentle press cycle under reductive conditions (SO2 added

with oxygen purged from the press with inert gas) to retain the

bright and fresh acidity. During pressing, we monitored the juice

closely to see shifts in taste and color. Once this shift has occurred,

we separated the free run and early press portions from the late press

portions. Free run and early press portions were cool-fermented in

stainless steel tanks. 

Horse Heaven Hills A.V.A 100% Malbec


